
Seeker tracks down valuables that have been reported as 
lost or stolen before they can be sold on.

Seeker from Found is a new product that can track down valuables that have 
been listed for re-sale on major reselling sites or in second-hand shops. Seeker 
scans major reselling sites (such as eBay and Gumtree) and second-hand 
retailers (like Cash Converters and Cex) for specific items.

A Seeker scan can be triggered by insurance companies and Found users.

Seeker

How does Seeker work?

www.found.cloud

Enable customers to 
find stolen valuables 
rather than claiming

Identify fraudulent 
claims and repeat 

claimants

Automate loss 
adjustment process 

saving time and money

Use Seeker to:

Seeker triggered
Using the item photo and other 

information added by the user, the 
search begins. Seeker checks major 

reselling sites and second hand 
stores for matching items.

Item reported stolen
Found user reports item as stolen  
using the Found app in just one 
tap. Or they make a claim for the 

stolen item on their policy.

Machine learning 
The similar items are reduced 

down to the most probable 
matches using our trained 

machine learning.

Matches sent
Links to the most probably matches 

are returned. They can then be 
reviewed so the item can be 

indentified.



We’re not just stopping there! 

Seeker is part of an expanding ecosystem of products all 
designed to build the community that protects.

Contact details

+44 (0) 7389 177 010
lance@found.cloud

Lance Plunkett
CEO

www.found.cloud

Want to start using Seeker today? 
Get in touch using the details below.

Device Register
Help businesses track their 
assets in the rise of remote 

working

Purchase Protect
Customers can register new 
valuables with Found at the 

point of purchase

Found
Our lost and stolen property 

app that lets users manage and 
protect their personal valuables

Found for Business
Our app for businesses to log 
found property and get it back 

to its rightful owner


